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if you ever want to learn about the words that your
stars say about you or your life, you are in the right
place. if you need to know how much your sun’s
transits affect you, learn the basics about the sun in
vedic astrology. if you want to have a horoscope in
which you are safe from dangers and sensitive to the
positive changes, astrological horoscopes are the
right choice. if you want to have a print book of your
birth chart as you have ever thought of, then this is
the only way. no need to take a guess now. contact
our esteemed astrologer, who can make you free of
all your worries. book a free consultation with ritu and
krishna through email: ritu93@gmail.com or
krishnadrshiva@gmail.com. this is very useful site i
want to know where would i get all our vedic
literature(ved,shad darshan,
shadang,upved,mahabharat, ramayan and other
precious books)translated in hindi or marathi and one
more suggestion we all like,love sanskrut so why
shouldnt we try to converse in sanskrut& admin plz
provide the facility to type in devanagari so it will be
easier thank you very much. dhanyawad thanks for
the info. i am a newbie in jyotish and have an interest
in learning more about it. i am a registered astrologer
and get myself infornt by free or paid astrologer. but i
have read some kind of academic books which help
me a lot. you can send books on my email id >. any
advice will be appreciated. regards. marathi jyotish
offers no predictions. the author has written a volume
of work, which is aimed at a popular audience, to
acquaint readers with all things jyotish. from
delineating concepts, to structuring a chart, to the art
of consulting, from teacher to student, marathi jyotish
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is a must read for people interested in learning the
art of jyotish. if you are interested in learning more
about the book, read the book online.
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